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PERMANENT-TRANSITORY DECOMPOSITION IN
VAR MODELS WITH COINTEGRATION AND
COMMON CYCLESy
Alain Hecq, Franz C. Palm and Jean-Pierre Urbain
I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to derive permanent-transitory decompositions
of nonstationary multiple times series generated by a ®nite order Gaussian
VAR( p) model with both cointegration and serial correlation common
features. For cointegrated processes (without common cyclical features
restrictions), several permanent-transitory decompositions have been ex-
tensively used in empirical and theoretical analyses: these include the
multivariate extension of the Beveridge-Nelson (B-N) decomposition
proposed by Stock and Watson (1988), the observable permanent-transi-
tory decomposition of Gonzalo and Granger (1995) where the components
are identi®ed as being combinations of the observable series. Engle and
Kozicki (1993) introduced the concepts of serial correlation common
features in cointegrated VAR models and Vahid and Engle (1993) gave
conditions under which the cyclical component of multiple time series
( transitory component) can be represented by a reduced number of
common stochastic cycles. The decompositions into permanent and transi-
tory components in the latter framework were initially obtained under the
strong assumption that the number of common cycles arising from
common cyclical features and the number of common trends arising from
cointegration add up to the number of variables in the system. In this case,
the Stock-Watson and the Granger-Gonzalo decompositions coincide
(Proietti, 1997). An interesting extension was recently obtained by Proietti
(1997) who showed how feasible decompositions could be obtained even
in the case where the sum of the number of common feature vectors and
the number of cointegrating vectors is less than the dimension of the
system.
In this paper we extend the aforementioned analyses to the ®nite order
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features structures recently analyzed by Hecq, Palm and Urbain (1998). In
the standard case both long-run and short-run dynamics matrices are
nested in such a way that linear combinations of the variables in ®rst
differences are innovation processes w.r.t. to past information set. The
second class of structures they considered arises when linear combinations
of the variables in ®rst differences corrected for the long run (cointegra-
tion) relations are innovation processes w.r.t. to past information. The
framework is similar to that of Vahid and Engle (1993), but less restrictive
as they explicitly consider linear combinations of the ®rst differenced I(1)
variables that are allowed to be predictable at low frequencies. The
implications of both cases for the number of common cycles are quite
different. In the standard case, the upper bound on the number of common
feature vectors is given by the number of common trends. In the latter case
the upper bound is simply the number of time series minus one. The
former and latter models are labelled strong form (SF) and weak form
reduced rank structures (WF hereafter) respectively. We believe that in
applications such as business cycle analysis it is important to dispose of
the strong assumption that long-run relationships between variables and
short-run dynamics are interrelated. In particular, an interesting issue is
concerned with the question whether the observed variables in ®rst
differences corrected for the long-run relationships exhibit common fea-
tures. A macroeconomic application will illustrate the usefulness of our
theoretical results for time series modeling.
We propose a permanent-transitory decomposition which satis®es three
criteria. Firstly, the decomposition we study is expressed in terms of
observable variables and only involves quantities already available from the
vector error correction model (VECM) and the estimation of common
features and cointegrating vectors. The approach we follow is similar to that
of Proietti (1997). Secondly, the decomposition takes into account cointe-
grating and common cyclical feature restrictions. An important case is when
the number of common feature vectors is equal to or smaller than the
number of common trends in the SF framework. We extend this analysis to
the case where the number of common feature vectors has as upper bound
the number of time series minus one in the WF structure. Thirdly, this
decomposition should not only be a permanent-transitory decomposition
but also a common trend-common cycle decomposition. Intuitively this
means that common trends disappear when premultiplying the vectors of
time series by the cointegrating matrix and the common feature matrix
annuls the common cycles.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II we introduce the basic
assumptions, the models discussed in Hecq, Palm and Urbain (1998) and
the state space representation of the cointegrated process. Permanent-
transitory decompositions are derived in Section III. A small empirical
illustration concludes.
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Model assumptions
Consider a Gaussian Vector Autoregression of ®nite order p (VAR( p))
model for an n-dimensional I(1) vector time series fxt, t  1, ..., Ng:
xt  m 
X p
i1
Ðixtÿi  åt, t  1, ..., N, (1)
with ®xed initial values of xÿ p1, ..., x0, m is a vector of constants and åt is
a n-dimensional homoskedastic Gaussian mean innovation process relative
to It f xtÿ1, xtÿ2, ..., x1g with nonsingular covariance matrix Ù. Let L
denote the lag operator and de®ne Ð(L)  In ÿ
P p
i1ÐiLi. We make the
following assumption
Assumption 1 (Cointegration): In the VAR model (1), we assume that
1. rank(Ð(1))  r,0, r, n, so that Ð(1) can be expressed as Ð(1) 
ÿáâ9, with á and â both (n 3 r) matrices of full column rank r;
2. the characteristic equation jÐ(î)j0 has n ÿ r roots equal to 1 and
all other roots outside the unit circle.
Assumption 1 implies (see Johansen, 1995) that the process xt is
cointegrated of order (1, 1). The columns of â span the space of cointegrat-
ing vectors, and the elements of á are the corresponding adjustment coef®-
cients or factor loadings. Decomposing the matrix lag polynomial
Ð(L)  Ð(1)L  Ã(L)(1 ÿ L), with Ã(L)  In ÿ
P pÿ1
j1 ÃjLj, Ãj 
ÿ
P p
kj1Ðk ( j  1, ..., p ÿ 1) and de®ning Ä  (1 ÿ L), we obtain the
vector error correction model:
Äxt  m  áâ9xtÿ1 
X pÿ1
i1
ÃiÄxtÿi  åt, t  1, ..., N, (2)
where áâ9 ÿ Ð(1) ÿ (In ÿ
P p
j1Ðj). Throughout this paper we will
also assume that p is known. Serial correlation common features
(SCCF, see Engle and Kozicki, 1993) hold for the VECM (2), if there exists
a( n 3 s) matrix ~ â, whose columns span the cofeature space, such that
~ â9(Äxt ÿ m)  ~ â9åt is a sÿdimensional vector mean innovation process
with respect to the information available at time t. Consequently, serial
correlation common features hold if the cofeature matrix ~ â9 satis®es the
following two conditions:
Assumption 2: ~ â9Ãj  0(s3n), j  1 ... p ÿ 1 (3)
Assumption 3: ~ â9Ð(1) ÿ~ â9áâ9  0(s3n) (4)
Assumption 2 implies that ~ â9 must lie in the intersection of the left null
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p ÿ 1. Given that Ãj ÿ
P p
kj1Ðk, j  1, ..., p ÿ 1 and Ð(1) 
In ÿ
P p
j1Ðj, Assumption 3 implies that ~ â9(In ÿ Ð1)  0(s3n), e.g. Ð1
must have eigenvalues equal to one with multiplicity equal to s and the
corresponding eigenvectors must lie in the intersection of the left null
spaces of the Ãj matrices. Cointegrated VAR models satisfying both
Assumptions 2 and 3 are considered in detail in Vahid and Engle (1993). To
distinguish between models that satisfy either both Assumptions 2 and 3 or
Assumption 2 only, Hecq, Palm and Urbain (1998) introduce the two
following de®nitions:
De®nition 1. (Strong Form Reduced Rank Structure): If in addition to
Assumption 1 (cointegration) both Assumptions 2 and 3 hold, the implied
reduced rank structure of the VECM (2), will be labelled a strong form
reduced rank structure (SF). Under SF, there exists a (n 3 s) matrix ~ â,
whose columns span the cofeature space, such that ~ â9(Äxt ÿ m)  ~ â9åt is a
sÿdimensional vector mean innovation process with respect to It.
De®nition 2. (Weak Form Reduced Rank Structure): If in addition
to Assumption 1 (cointegration) only Assumption 2 holds, the implied
reduced rank structure of the VECM (2), will be labelled a weak form
reduced rank structure (WF). Under WF, there exists a (n 3 s) matrix ~ â,
whose columns span the cofeature space, such that ~ â9(Äxt ÿ m ÿ
áâ9xtÿ1)  ~ â9åt is a s-dimensional vector mean innovation process with
respect to It.
The implications of these two classes of models are discussed in Hecq,
Palm and Urbain (1998) where inferential issues are investigated and a
mixed form (MF) is also proposed. The contribution of this paper is to
consider permanent-transitory decompositions for these two classes of
models, extending herewith the existing work considered by Proietti (1997).
At this stage it is already important to note an important difference between
SF and WF. In the latter case both the possible number s may be greater
than n ÿ r but has to remain < n ÿ 1 and the corresponding n ÿ s common
dynamic factors consist of linear combinations of the lagged ®rst differ-
ences only. Notice that we could easily extend these de®nitions to the case
where only part of the short-run components of the models disappears. This
type of reduced rank structures has been previously mentioned by Ahn and
Reinsel (1988) for stationary processes, Tiao and Tsay (1989) for VARMA
models and by Reinsel and Ahn (1992) and Ahn (1997) for cointegrated
VAR processes. Notice that the WF restrictions are generally not invariant
to alternative vector error correction representations such as those where
ytÿ p appears in levels instead of ytÿ1. The implications of the lack of
invariance are discussed in more details in Hecq, Palm and Urbain (1998).
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We consider the following multivariate version of the Beveridge-Nelson
(B-N) permanent-transitory (P-T) decomposition:
De®nition 3. (B-N Permanent-Transitory Decomposition) Let xt be a n-
dimensional integrated process of order one generated by (2). A permanent-
transitory decomposition of xt is a pair of processes (ìt,øt), such that: (i)
ìt is a random walk process while øt is a covariance stationary process,
(ii) Var(Äìt) and Var(Äøt) are strictly positive, (iii) xt  ìt  øt, (iv) both
ìt and øt should be functions of the observable variables, (v) if there exists
a cointegrating matrix â satisfying Assumption 1 and a cofeature matrix ~ â
satisfying either both Assumption 2 and 3 or Assumption 3 only, then
~ âøt  0 and â9ìt  0.
The de®nition is in line with those used by Quah (1991) and Gonzalo and
Granger (1995) with the exception that we require ìt to be a random walk
while Quah (1991) and Gonzalo and Granger (1995) assume ìt to be
difference-stationary. ìt is then called the (common) permanent component
of xt while øt represents the (common) transitory covariance stationary
component of xt. In line with the existing related literature the latter
component will often be labelled the common cycle although one should
recognize that situations may occur where this terminology is not appro-
priate.1 The decomposition may also be labelled orthogonal if we add the
requirement that Äìt is uncorrelated with øt at all leads and lags. Contrary
to Quah (1991) we will not require the last property to hold in general. It is
interesting however to contrast this de®nition with that underlying the
Gonzalo-Granger (1995) de®nition of a P-T decomposition. The major
difference comes from the random walk nature of the permanent component
and from (v) which requires that the cointegrating matrix annihilates the
common stochastic trends of the multivariate process xt, while the cofeature
matrix should annihilate the transitory (cyclical) component. The Gonzalo
and Granger (1995) de®nition requires the common factors to be linear in
the observable variables and also requires the change in the permanent
component not to be Granger-caused by the transitory component. This last
requirement is satis®ed under (i)±(v). Notice also under (i)±(v) the decom-
position is not only a permanent-transitory decomposition but also a
common permanent-transitory decomposition.
1To avoid confusion, it should be noticed from the outset that the term common cyclical features
refers to a particular type of commonality leading to speci®c reduced rank structures. This concept
should not be confused with the concept of cycle used in business cycle analyses (see the
discussion in Cubadda, 1999). On the other hand, the concept of common cycles (in contrast to
common cyclical features) refers to the common transitory component in particular permanent-
transitory decompositions.
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Let us ®rst rewrite the VECM (2) in a state space form such that
Äxt  Zft (5)
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where ft a( n( p ÿ 1)  r) 3 1 vector, Z  [In,0 n3n, ...,0 n3r]a( n 3
(n( p ÿ 1)  r)) matrix, T a( n( p ÿ 1)  r) 3 (n( p ÿ 1)  r) matrix, and
c9  [m9,0 (13n), ,0 (13n),0 (13r)] a vector of dimension 1 3 (n( p ÿ
1)  r). (5) is the measurement equation while (6) is the transition equa-
tion.2 Stability conditions for the state-space representation (5)±(6) are
satis®ed under Assumption 1 and the condition that Ã(1) ÿ áâ9 and
â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á have rank n and r respectively. The nonsingularity of
Ã(1) ÿ áâ9 is satis®ed under the assumption that the variables are at most
integrated of order one and hence these rank conditions play the same role
as the condition that á9 ?Ã(1)â? is of rank n ÿ r in Johansen (1995), see also
Proietti (1997).
Consider the non-zero drift case3 (i.e. when the unconditional mean
E(Äxt) 6 0) of the multivariate Beveridge-Nelson (B-N) decomposition
where the trend (ìt  permanent component) is represented by a random
walk and the cycle (øt  transitory component) by a weakly stationary
process:
xt  ìt  øt, (7)
where




Ä~ xtijt ÿ E(Äxt)
"#
(8)
is the trend component, that is the value the series would take if it were on
2Note that Proietti (1997) writes the VAR in an interim multiplier representation system while
we keep the form with the error correction term lagged of one period. It turns out that the results
are identical but keeping the error correction at lag one is more in line with De®nitions 1 and 2.
3The most interesting cases arise when the drift is non-zero, as it allows for an autonomous
upward or downward movement in the data which is often encountered in empirical work. The
driftless model is thus just a particular case of the more general one.
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forecast of Äxt based on the information set It that is the optimal prediction
in the minimum mean square sense. Following Proietti (1997) and Harvey
(1989) we assume that the mean rate of the drift is constant over the sample.




0 T i)c which under the stability conditions is equal to
(I(n( pÿ1)r) ÿ T)ÿ1c  c when N !1 . We then transfer both c and c to
the measurement equation to get:
Äxt  Zf
t  Zc (9)
f 
t  Tf
tÿ1  Z9åt, t  1, ..., N, (10)
where f
t  ft ÿ c. Since Ä~ xtijt  ZT if 
tjt, where f 
tjt is the updated
estimate of the state vector yielded by the Kalman ®lter, we know that under
the stability conditions the expression
P1
i1T i converges to (I(n( pÿ1)r) ÿ
T)ÿ1T and øt ÿZ(I(n( pÿ1)r) ÿ T)ÿ1Tf
tjt. Since the components of f
t
have already been observed at time t,w eh a v e 4 f
tjt  f 
t . After some
straightforward but tedious matrix manipulations5 we may state the follow-
ing proposition for the VECM representation of a VAR. The proposition
restates Proietti's (1997) result for the interim multiplier representation.
Propostion 1. Under Assumption 1 and for the VECM (2) case, the
decomposition: xt  ìt  øt, provides a B-N permanent (ìt) ± transitory
(øt) decomposition of xt where
øt ÿ (I ÿ P)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã(L)Äxt  Pxt
 ø2t  ø1t (11)
ìt  (I ÿ P)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã(L)xt, (12)
where Ã(L)  In ÿ Ã1L ÿ ...ÿ Ãpÿ1Lpÿ1  Ã(1)  ÄÃ(L), with Ã(1) 
(In ÿ Ã1 ÿ ...ÿ Ãpÿ1), Ã(L)  Ã
0  Ã
1 L  ... Ã
pÿ2Lpÿ2, Ã
j  P pÿ1
ij1Ãi and where
P  (Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á[â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á]ÿ1â9
i sa(n3 n) matrix satisfying the following set of properties
4Notice that the only difference between the drift and the driftless case is that the updated
estimate of the state at time t is equal to f 
tjt  ft ÿ c. That means that the unconditional mean,
which is constant over the sample, is substracted from the observations.
5A detailled proof is available upon request. In the sequel, we will always denote the orthogonal
complement of any n 3 s-dimensional matrix B, with n. s and rank(B)  s, by the n 3 (n ÿ s)
matrix B? such that B9B?  0 with rank(B?)  n ÿ s and rank(B: B?)  n. We then say that B?
spans the left null space of B and B9 spans the left null space of B?.
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3: Pi  P 4: á9 ?Ã(1)P  0
5: Pâ?  06 : rank(P)  r and rank(I ÿ P)  n ÿ r
The proof is similar to the one proposed in Proietti (1997) and omitted
here to save space. Using the expressions for c  (I(n( pÿ1)r) ÿ T)ÿ1c we
obtain:
E(Äxt)  E(Äxtÿ1) E(Äxtÿ p1)  Zc  (I ÿ P)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1m
(13)
E(â9xtÿ1) ÿ [â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á]ÿ1â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1m (14)
so that the trend/cycle decomposition for the non-zero drift case is obtained
by replacing Äxt by Äxt ÿ Zc in equation (11). We can either substract the
empirical mean of Pxt in equation (11) or use the expression
(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á[â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á]ÿ1E(â9xtÿ1), where E(â9xtÿ1) is eval-
uated in (14). In order to make the common trends appearing more
explicitly, we use the fact that á(á9á)ÿ1á9  á?(á9 ?á?)ÿ1á9 ?  In, insert
this expression in front of Ã(L)xt in (12) and by property 2 of the P matrix
given in Proposition 1 we obtain:
ìt  (I ÿ P)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1[á(á9á)ÿ1á9  á?(á9 ?á?)ÿ1á9 ?]Ã(L)xt
 (I ÿ P)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á?(á9 ?á?)ÿ1á9 ?Ã(L)xt (15)
Hence the common trends are given by á9 ?Ã(L)xt (see inter alia Johansen,
1995) and the corresponding loadings are (I ÿ P)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1 3
á?(á9 ?á?)ÿ1. The form of the cyclical component øt also allows us to
distinguish between the part linked to the process of adjustment to equili-
brium ø1t  Pxt and ø2t ÿ (I ÿ P)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã(L)Äxt. The former
part is speci®c to cointegrated processes and has the cointegrating relation-
ships as cycle generators while the latter are the short-run ¯uctuations in a
stricter sense. If we take the ®rst difference of ìt and substitute (2) for
Ã(L)Äx we obtain
Äìt  (I ÿ P)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á?(á9 ?á?)ÿ1á9 ?Ã(L)Äxt
 (I ÿ P)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á?(á9 ?á?)ÿ1á9 ?(áâ9xtÿ1  m  åt)
 (I ÿ P)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á?(á9 ?á?)ÿ1á9 ?(m  åt) (16)
which shows that the trend component of the decomposition is a random
walk with (m 6 0) or without (m  0) drift. This last expression also shows
that any perturbation of the transitory component øt does not have any
long-run effects on the permanent component.
In the next subsection we take the common cyclical feature restrictions
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previous section.
WF versus SF
The previous section restated the results of Proietti (1997) which allow to
get a B-N type decomposition where the permanent and the transitory parts
are linear combinations of observable variables. Now we show how to take
into account common feature restrictions both in SF and WF cases.
In order to impose common feature restrictions, consider the othogonal
projection of the transitory component øt into the space spanned by ~ â
and its orthogonal complement. We therefore postmultiply the orthogonal
matrix ~ â( ~ â9~ â)ÿ1~ â9  ~ â?( ~ â9 ?~ â?)ÿ1~ â9 ?  In by the transitory part øt 
ø2t  ø1t. This transitory part is now formed by four elements, i.e.
øt  ø2At  ø1At  ø2Bt  ø1Bt with ~ â and ~ â? being involved in the A and
B parts respectively. Propositions 2 and 3 show which part may be
simpli®ed in the SF and the WF cases respectively.
Proposition 2. If Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 hold (SF), the B-N decomposition
of xt is given by xt  ìS,t  øS,t where
øS,t  ø2Bt  ø1Bt (17)
ÿ~ â?(~ â9 ?~ â?)ÿ1~ â9 ?(I ÿ P)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã(L)Äxt
 ~ â?(~ â9 ?~ â?)ÿ1~ â9 ?Pxt
ìS,t  xt ÿ øS,t  (I ÿ P)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á?(á9 ?á?)ÿ1á9 ?Ã(L)xt (18)
Proof. To show that the ®rst two parts disappear, notice that by Assumption
2, ~ â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)  ~ â9, ~ â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1  ~ â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9) 3 (Ã(1) ÿ
áâ9)ÿ1  ~ â9 and ~ â9P  0, so that ~ â9ø2At  0 and ~ â9ø1At  0. j
The decomposition presented in Proposition 2 satis®es all of the condi-
tions in De®nition 3, since the common cyclical feature restrictions are
explicitly taken into account and ~ â9øS,t  0 by de®nition of orthogonal
complements.
Proposition 3. If Assumptions 1 and 2 hold (WF), the B-N decomposition
of xt is given by xt  ìW,t  øW,t where
øW,t  ø2Bt  ø1Bt  ø
2At  ø
1At (19)
ìW,t  xt ÿ øW,t  (I ÿ P)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á?(á9 ?á?)ÿ1á9 ?Ã(L)xt (20)
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ø2Bt ÿ~ â?(~ â9 ?~ â?)ÿ1~ â9 ?(I ÿ P)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã(L)Äxt
ø1Bt  ~ â?(~ â9 ?~ â?)ÿ1~ â9 ?Pxt
ø
2At ÿ~ â(~ â9~ â)ÿ1~ â9á[â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á]ÿ1â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã(L)Äxt
ø
1At ~ â(~ â9~ â)ÿ1~ â9[á[â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á]ÿ1â9  áâ9]xt
The proof follows directly from the properties of the P matrix and the
results reported in the Appendix. This decomposition is in agreement with
our conditions (i)±(iv) from De®nition 3 and does moreover explicitly take
WF common feature restrictions into account. However, from (19), we see
that the decomposition of xt into øW,t and ìW,t does not decompose xt into
common trends-common cycles due to the presence of two additional
stationary terms in øW,t, that is ø
2At and ø
1At. These two terms do not
disappear when premultiplied by ~ â so that condition (v) which is required to
obtain a common permanent-transitory decomposition of xt is not satis®ed.
In this case, xt is the sum of three different components: a common
stochastic trend component (ìt), a (weak form) common stochastic cycles
component (ø2Bt  ø1Bt) and an additional `uncommon' transitory compo-
nent that is not annihilated by the cofeature combinations due to the long-
run predictability of the linear combinations under the WF.
In order to obtain a B-N type decomposition similar to those presented in
Proposition 2 satisfying condition (v) of De®nition 3, we have to consider a
new variable de®ned as
x
t  xt ÿ (ø
2At  ø
1At): (21)
We then state the following result which follows directly from the de®nition
of x
t :
Proposition 4. If Assumptions 1 and 2 hold (WF), the B-N decomposition
of
x
t  xt ÿ (ø
2At  ø
1At)
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W,t  ø2Bt  ø1Bt (22)
ÿ~ â?(~ â9 ?~ â?)ÿ1~ â9 ?(I ÿ P)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã(L)Äxt




W,t  (I ÿ P)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á?(á9 ?á?)ÿ1á9 ?Ã(L)xt (23)
 ìW,t
It is easily seen that the common cyclical component ø
W,t disappears if
we consider ~ â9x
t . Remark that the form of the common trends is identical
in Propositions 3 and 4 and is given by á9 ?Ã(L)xt. In order to interpret x
t ,
let us consider ~ â9Äx
t . According to De®nition 2, we have that ~ â9(Äxt ÿ
áâ9xtÿ1 ÿ m)  ~ â9åt. From (21), (19) and using results from Appendix A,
we have
~ â9Äx
t  ~ â9Äxt ÿ ~ â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)P(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã(L)Äxt
 ~ â9Äxt ÿ ~ â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)P(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1(áâ9xtÿ1  m  åt)
 ~ â9Äxt ÿ ~ â9(áâ9xtÿ1  m  å
t ),
where the last equality follows from the property of the P matrix and where
m  (Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)P(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1m
ÿ á[â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á]ÿ1â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1m
 áE(â9xtÿ1)
å
t  (Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)P(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1åt:
Consequently, it appears that substracting ø
2At and ø
1At from the level is
equivalent to adjusting the ®rst differences Äxt for the long-run relation-
ships as was done in De®nition 2, e.g adjusting for the predictable long-run
component. Because the common cycles are for x
t and not for xt we call
them weak form common cycles. Further, it is worth mentioning that these
different decompositions are expressed in terms of observable variables and
only involve quantities already available from the VECM form and the
estimation of common features and cointegrating vectors.
Relation to Other Decompositions
It may be of some interest to brie¯y relate or contrast the decompositions
discussed until now with some of those existing in the literature. One may
®rst notice that a factor decomposition in the sense of Gonzalo-Granger
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øt in (11) to ìt in (12), which yields:
ìGÿG
t  (I ÿ P)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1(Ã(L) ÿ ÄÃ(L))xt
 (I ÿ P)xt (24)
which gives the decomposition xt  Pxt  (I ÿ P)xt, the ®rst and the
second r.h.s. parts being respectively the Gonzalo-Granger's Transitory and
Permanent components. Since Ã(L) ÿ ÄÃ(L)  Ã(1), it appears that the
common trends are given by á9 ?Ã(1)xt and not by á9 ?xt as in Gonzalo-
Granger (1995). It is also worth mentioning that this decomposition only
exists under the strict restrictions that the matrix (â : á?) is full rank. While
this always holds in a VAR(1) cointegrated models, it generally does not
carry over to higher order cointegrated VAR systems (see for example
Exercise 4.3 in Johansen, 1995). Under the SF with s  r  n, the Gonzalo-
Granger permanent component is given by ìGÿG
t  (I ÿ P)(Ã(1) ÿ
áâ9)ÿ1Ã(1)xt and the Gonzalo-Granger transitory component is then given
by øGÿG
t  Pxt, with xt  ìGÿG
t  øGÿG
t , ~ â9øGÿG
t  0 and ~ â9 (I ÿ
P)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã(1)xt  ~ â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã(1)xt  ~ â9Ã(1)xt  ~ â9xt. Con-
sequently the B-N and Gonzalo-Granger (1995) decompositions coincide
under SF and when s  r  n. In this case the space that generates the
common trends is such that sp( ~ â)  sp(á?) and so we obtain the Gonzalo-
Granger common trends á9 ?xt. This decomposition always trivially meets
condition (v) of De®nition 3 since any matrix belonging to the space
generated by the columns of á9 ?Ã(1), (or á9 ? if s  r  n) annihilates the
transitory component øGÿG
t without any further rank restrictions that are
required to satisfy the de®nition of common feature used in De®nitions 1
and 2. It is indeed easily seen that the `feature' underlying the Gonzalo-
Granger decomposition is nothing but the presence of the error correction
term of the VECM which corresponds to the case where only Assumptions
1 and 3 hold.
The common factor decompositions of Escribano and Pen Äa (1994) or Kasa
(1992) such as xt  â(â9â)ÿ1â9xt  â?(â9 ?â?)ÿ1â9 ?xt have a similar prop-
erty since again anymatrixbelongingto the columnspace of â? isa common
feature matrix with respect to those decompositions without generally
satisfyingthe standardde®nitionof serial correlationcommonfeature.6
IV. APPLICATION
Background
A vast amount of empirical macroeconomic literature has studied the long-
run implications of the real business cycle models, see e.g. Neusser (1991),
6Notice that these decomposition are moreover not P-T decompositions in the sense of Gonzalo
and Granger (1995).
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# Blackwell Publishers 2000King et al. (1991), Kunst and Neusser (1991), Mellander et al. (1992). With
the exception of the work of Issler and Vahid (1996), little work has however
been done on short-run co-movements in the neoclassical growth model. As
in Issler and Vahid (1996) we analyze a small real business cycle (RBC)
model with common trends and common cycles present between U.S. per
capita real consumption, investment and output. We relax the hypotheses
about the number of common feature and cointegrating vectors. More
formally, consider the following trivariate system for the logarithms of
income yt, consumption ct and investment it put forward by King, Plosser
and Rebelo (1988) and analyzed by Issler and Vahid (1996):
ct  x
p
t  c  ðc^ kt (25)
it  x
p
t  i  ði^ kt (26)
yt  x
p







t is the common trend, that is a random walk measur-
ing among other the impact of technology process, y, c and i are the
constant steady state values, ^ kt is the common cycle, that is the stationary
transitory deviation of the capital stock from its steady state value and ðc,
ði and ðy are constant parameters. å
p
t and ^ kt may be correlated. Issler and
Vahid (1996) impose the two cointegrating relationships ct ÿ yt and it ÿ yt
implied by the model (25)±(27) and test for the number of common cycle.
We analyze the period 1954:1±1996:4, that is 172 quarterly observations.
Data prior to 1954:1 were used as initial observations in regressions that
contain lags. Notice that we had the observations from 1948:1 but we
preferred, as King et al. (1991) suggested, to exclude turbulent periods
during Korean War, price control and Treasury-Fed agreement. The data
used are the revised and newly published in the Survey of Current Business
(May 1997) national account for the United States. The variables are ct:
personal consumption expenditures, it: gross private domestic investment
and the output yt is the GDP less the government expenditures. The three
variables have been divided by the size of the civilian population above
sixteen years of age. The series are seasonally adjusted and transformed into
natural log.
Cointegration and Common Feature Analysis
The model that best characterizes the covariance structure of the data is a
VAR of order 5 (using LR statistics) with an unrestricted intercept in the
short run.
Table 1 presents the test statistics (corrected for small samples) for the
Johansen (1995) rank test of the number of cointegrating relationships and
the 5 percent critical values. The results in Table 1. indicate that we cannot
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far from the theoretical ones i.e. ct ÿ yt and it ÿ yt are both I(0).7 The




(0:045)yt where asymptotic standard errors are reported in parentheses.
The likelihood ratio test for unit long-run elasticities in both vectors (e.g.
stationarity of the great ratios), ÷2
(2) distributed under the null, yields a value
of 3.07 so that these restrictions are not rejected at the 5 percent level. A
sub-sample analysis however reveals that these restrictions are not sup-
ported for the whole sample period and caused a slight shift in the transitory
component. These resctrictions are henceforth not imposed in the sequel.8
For the determination of the number of common feature vectors, we use
the sequential likelihood ratio test approach proposed in Hecq, Palm and
Urbain (1998) based on a two-step reduced rank regression approach in
which r is ®rst determined, while ignoring restrictions on the short-run
dynamics of the model. Once r is determined and â (the cointegrating
matrix) known, s may be determined by standard reduced rank regression.
The rationale behind this simple two-step analysis is that the determination
of r and the estimation of â are not affected in terms of asymptotic
ef®ciency by the presence of the nested reduced rank structure (see for
example Ahn, 1997). De®ne the N 3 n matrices W1  ÄX  (Äx1,
..., ÄxN)9, Xÿ1  (x0, ..., xNÿ1)9, Z1  ÄX with ÄX being the LS
residuals from the multivariate regression of ÄX on Xÿ1â and the
N 3 (n( p ÿ 1)  r) matrix W2  [Z2, Xÿ1â] with Z2 being the N 3
n( p ÿ 1) matrix (ÄX
ÿ1, ..., ÄX
ÿ p1). Under the maintained hypothesis
of a SF reduced rank structure, the sequence of common feature Gaus-
sian likelihood ratio test statistics for H0 : rank( ~ â) > s against
Ha : rank(~ â), s can be shown [see Velu et al. (1986)] to be
îS ÿ N
Ps
i1 log(1 ÿ ëi), s  1, ..., n ÿ r, where 0 < ë1 < ë2 < ...
< ënÿr ,1 are the ordered eigenvalues of the symmetric matrix
(W9 1W1)ÿ1=2W9 1W2(W9 2W2)ÿ1W9 2W1(W9 1W1)ÿ1=2. For known r and â, îS is
asymptotically ÷2-distributed with s(n( p ÿ 1)  r) ÿ s(n ÿ s) degrees of
TABLE 1
Cointegration Tests
Max.Eig.Test 95% cv Trace Test 95% cv
r  0 28.08 21.0 45.96 29.7
r < 1 14.39 14.1 17.88 15.4
r < 2 3.48 3.8 3.48 3.8
7The traditional Augmented Dickey Fuller unit root tests statistics also strongly reject the null
hypothesis. For instance for an ADF(4) we get the values ôì ÿ 3:31, ôô ÿ 3:97 for the variable
ct ÿ yt and ôì ÿ 4:14, ôô ÿ 4:23 for the variable it ÿ yt.
8We thank an anonymous referee for raising this issue.
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similar approach is followed by considering the statistics îW 
ÿN
Ps
i1 log(1 ÿ ~ ëi), s  1, ..., n ÿ 1, where 0 < ~ ë1 < ~ ë2 < ...<
~ ënÿ1 ,1 are the ordered eigenvalues of the symmetric matrix
(Z9 1Z1)ÿ1=2Z9 1Z2(Z9 2Z2)ÿ1Z9 2Z1(Z9 1Z1)ÿ1=2. îW has an asymptotic ÷2-distri-
bution with s(n( p ÿ 1)) ÿ s(n ÿ s) degrees of freedom under the null. We
compute results obtained both for the statistics presented above and for
small sample corrected versions thereof where îW and îS are respectively
premultiplied by the factors (N ÿ n( p ÿ 1))=N and (N ÿ n( p ÿ 1) ÿ





S . For given r, the likelihood ratio test statistic for the null
hypothesis of a SF against the alternative of a WF, for each possible
common feature rank s  max(1, s ÿ r  1) ...n ÿ r,i sg i v e nb y
îSW ÿ N
Ps
i1 logf(1 ÿ ëi)=(1 ÿ ~ ëi)g. Conditional on known r and â,
îSW has an asymptotic ÷2-distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the
number of restrictions rs imposed under the H0. If the null hypothesis is
rejected, one can proceed further in determining s by testing the number of
zero squared canonical correlations between Z1 and Z2.
For p  5 and r  2® x e d , 9 we obtain the tests statistics and the p-values
reported in Table 2.
For s  1, the îSW test statistic has a value of 11.20 for a ÷2
(2) null
distribution which yields a rejection probability of 0.0037. We reject the SF
model in favour of the WF one. The common feature vector we would retain




(0:137) Äyt. In the class of WF we still
have to choose between s  1 and s  2. The test statistic îW  33:10 does
not reject the null hypothesis of s > 2. The presence of two common feature
vectors means that the short-run dynamics of the system is governed by a
single weak form common cycle. As it is the case for cointegration, the data
have determined the space spanned by the columns of the common feature
space. We can uniquely identify the parameters of the cofeature vectors by
imposing zero restrictions and normalizations (Johansen, 1995). FIML
estimates of the WF model, under s  2 and permuting the columns of ~ â in




r  2 ÿN
Ps
i1 ln(1ÿëi)d f P r o b . ÷2
df Prob . ÷2
df
îS îW îS îW îS îW îcor
S îcor
S
s > 1 23.36 12.06 12 10 0.02 0.28 0.04 0.34
s > 2 (54.04) 33.10 (26) 22 (0.001) 0.06 (0.001) 0.10
s  3 (145.02) 108.53 (42) 36 (, 0.001) , 0.001 (, 0.001) , 0.001
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t where asymptotic standard errors are reported in parenth-
eses and where a  indicates that the corresponding variables are expressed
in deviation from long-run effects. It is seen that these two vectors match
pretty well business cycle stylized facts, e.g. that consumption is smoother
than output, investment is more volatile than output and there is a single
synchronous cycle.
In Figure 1 the log of the variables and their permanent components are
given. The cycles in these graphs are computed using Proposition 3, that is
to say, all WF common feature restrictions are imposed. However this
decomposition is not a Common trend-Common cycle decomposition
stricto sensus as condition (v) of the B-N decomposition is not satis®ed.
Figure 2 compares for each time series the cyclical/transitory part of
xt  (ct, it, yt)9. Figure 3 presents the BN cycles of the original output (yt)
series and of the deviation of output from the long run effects (y
t ). In
Figure 4 the latter is compared with the transitory component obtained from
the GG decomposition. The shaded areas indicate the NBER peak to trough
periods. The unique (weak form) common cyclical component is given in
Figure 5 with the shaded areas again indicating the NBER peak to trough
periods. These graphs show the business cycles where ¯uctuations of
investment, consumption and output are in agreement with the real business
Figure 1. Permanent component of macro aggregates (xt)
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Figure 3. Output cycles with WF for yt and y
t
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# Blackwell Publishers 2000Figure 4. Output BN cylce with WF for y
t & GG cycle
Figure 5. Single weak form common cycle
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date expansion and contractions periods of business cycles.10 Notice that
the trends extracted for ct and yt in Figure 1 do not appear smoother than
the observed series. Engle and Issler (1995) report a similar ®nding for
quarterly per capita disposable income and per capita total consumption for
1953.2±1984.4. This result is due to the strong negative correlation between
the permanent and transitory parts of these series.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we extend the Proietti (1997) Beveridge-Nelson decomposition
to the case in which combinations of the ®rst differenced variables corrected
for long-run effects are white noise. In this framework, labeled weak form
reduced rank structure, it is possible to have a larger number of common
feature vectors than in the standard serial correlation common feature case
studied initially by Vahid and Engle (1993). Similarly to the Gonzalo-
Granger decomposition, the different decompositions considered in this
paper are expressed in terms of observable variables and only involve
quantities already available from the VECM form and the estimation of
common features and cointegrating vectors. The decompositions are hence
computationally easy to obtain.
An application shows the feasibility of the approach and it potential value
since it leads to selecting a WF when it is more in line with economic
stylized facts than a SF. The simple neo-classical real business cycle model
used in this illustration is one example.
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APPENDIX A
Proof of Proposition 3.
Under WF, from (11)±(12) we have
øW,t ÿ ~ â?(~ â9 ?~ â?)ÿ1~ â9 ?(I ÿ P)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã

(L)Äxt
 ~ â?(~ â9 ?~ â?)ÿ1~ â9 ?Pxt ÿ ~ â(~ â9~ â)ÿ1~ â9(I ÿ P)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã

(L)Äxt
 ~ â(~ â9~ â)ÿ1~ â9Pxt:
We shall now derive the expression (19) for ø
2At and ø
1At. First note that
~ â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)  ~ â9 ÿ ~ â9áâ9 so that ~ â9  ~ â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)  ~ â9áâ9, hence,
~ â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1  ~ â9  ~ â9áâ9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1. From the de®nition of P,
we also have
~ â9P  ~ â9á[â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á]ÿ1â9
 ~ â9áâ9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á[â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á]ÿ1â9
 ~ â9á[â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á]ÿ1â9  ~ â9áâ9: (28)
Since the columns of ~ â9 span the cofeature space it holds that
~ â9(P ÿ I)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã

(L)Äxt
 ~ â9á[â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á]ÿ1â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã

(L)Äxt
 ~ â9áâ9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã

(L)Äxt ÿ ~ â9Ã

(L)Äxt
ÿ ~ â9áâ9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã

(L)Äxt
 ~ â9á[â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á]ÿ1â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã

(L)Äxt (29)
Multiplying respectively (28) and (29) by ~ â(~ â9~ â)ÿ1, ø
2At and ø
1At as
given in (19) can be directly obtained.
Using (28)±(29) we obtain a compact expression that can be used to
compute the sum of these two components.
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 ~ â9á[ ~ â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á]ÿ1â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã(L)Äxt
 ~ â9á[â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á]ÿ1â9xt  ~ â9áâ9xt
 ~ â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)P(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1[Ã(L)Äxt  Ã(1)xt]
ÿ ~ â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)P(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1áâ9xt  ~ â9áâ9xt (30)
Since P(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á  (Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1á, (see property 2 of Proposi-
tion 1), (30) ®nally becomes
~ â9(P ÿ I)(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã(L)Äxt  ~ â9Pxt
 ~ â9(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)P(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã(L)xt
 ( ~ â9 ÿ ~ â9áâ9)P(Ã(1) ÿ áâ9)ÿ1Ã(L)xt j
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